Abstract: A framework for the fusion of computer-aided detection and classification algorithms for side-scan imagery is presented. The framework is based on the Dempster -Shafer theory of evidence, which permits fusion of heterogeneous outputs of target detectors and classifiers. The utilisation of augmented reality for the training and evaluation of the algorithms used over a large test set permits the optimisation of their performance. In addition, this framework is adaptive regarding two aspects. First, it allows for the addition of contextual information to the decision process, giving more importance to the outputs of those algorithms that perform better in particular mission conditions. Secondly, the fusion parameters are optimised on-line to correct for mistakes, which occur while deployed.
Introduction
In this paper, an adaptive fusion framework for the integration of different target classification systems based on side-scan sonar is presented. Side-scan sonar is perhaps the most widely used imaging sensor for mine countermeasures (MCM) operations, mainly because of its good compromise between resolution, range and cost. Processing and analysis of the products of MCM surveys (typically consisting of several hundreds of images per mission) needs to be automated both for practical and operative reasons, especially if used in a real MCM campaign. Automatic processing also opens the possibility for autonomous underwater vehicles to adapt the survey plan to the type of objects being observed in real time.
Numerous computer-aided detection and classification (CAD/CAC) approaches have been proposed [1 -7] . Although most of them perform well in certain situations, none of them is able to completely solve the automatic target detection and classification problem. A better approach is to use data fusion [8] in order to integrate the outputs of these different CAD/CAC systems. The final classification decision is more accurate by the concurrent use of systems based on diverse information (e.g. geometric, reflectivity).
Nominative performances of CAD/CAC systems must be taken into account by the fusion system to weight their outputs. However, this original fusion scheme is adapted to cope with two discrepancies. First, CAD/CAC algorithms' performances are context dependent leading to the need for a context-aware fusion scheme. Secondly, off-line estimation of the parameters may be biased and mistrust some classifiers. On-line re-training allows refining of the primary estimation in order to provide a further optimised decision.
Algorithm performance estimation is an essential part of the fusion framework for its parameters' estimation. Performance estimation of Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) systems requires a large amount of ground-truthed samples in order to obtain accurate figures. Real target images are limited in number and difficult to obtain. They are also restricted to the original context where they were found or prepared. An alternative is to use computer simulation [9] to generate a set of artificial samples. The features and characteristics of man-made objects are well known and lead to accurate simulation of synthetic target models. However, general simulation of the seabed is ineffective because modelling the diversity of the natural seafloor is intractable. System noise, environmental inhomogeneities and image artefacts affecting side-scan sonar images in real operational conditions are also difficult to model accurately.
A compromise between using real and synthetic data can be found in augmented reality (AR) simulation [1] , where synthetic target models are embedded on a real image of the seafloor. A computer model of the seafloor is constructed from a side-scan image by an inversion process [10] , which determines the parameters that characterise the observed scene. Then the computer model for the seafloor and that of the target are combined and rendered to obtain a new AR image that realistically integrates the synthetic target within the observed scene. This way, large amounts of ground-truthed samples can be efficiently generated for any seabed context, and the performance of the algorithms can be accurately measured.
The AR technique opens a wealth of opportunities. We recently reported the utilisation of AR for the training and evaluation of CAD/CAC systems [1] . In this paper, we present a fusion framework for the integration of different target classification systems based on side-scan sonar, such as those presented in [1] . The fusion of heterogeneous detection and classification systems provides improved performance and minimises false alarms [11] . Our fusion framework is based on the Dempster -Shafer theory of evidence [12] , which specifically handles the combination of heterogeneous systems and can disambiguate confused classifications. Performance evaluation based on AR is used to modulate the algorithm to be fused.
Within this framework, we can take into account the performance of each classification algorithm to properly quantify its contribution to the fused result. Differences in performance caused by different operational and environmental contexts are also considered. In addition, an online feedback method is included to retrain algorithms in order to obtain their best classification performance for a given operational setting after deployment.
2
Adaptive fusion framework
The main purpose of the adaptive fusion framework is to provide an optimal decision when presented with a given test sample in a given context. The decision is based on the outputs of the set of available detectors and classifiers, modulated according to their performance. The fusion framework is composed of three main subsystems ( Fig. 1) : AR training and performance evaluation module, fusion module and online re-training system. The framework operates as follows. First each detector and classifier is trained and evaluated off-line against a large database of target and non-target samples. The performance of each classifier is expressed by its confusion matrix, which is then used to modulate the classifier decision input to the fusion module. Context awareness is introduced in the system by filtering the AR samples used for evaluation to suit a particular contextual characteristic (seabed type, sensor used, etc.). This produces a specific confusion matrix for a given context and all the target types discriminated by the classifier.
Once the confusion matrices have been computed, the system is ready for deployment. When presented with a given test sample, the fusion module will combine the outputs of all available classifiers to yield an optimal decision. Each classifier produces a crisp (discrete) output indicating the sample's target type. Outputs of the classifiers are modulated according to their performance, previously estimated by the evaluation module. A context classifier may determine the context for the test sample (e.g seafloor type), which permits the selection of the relevant confusion matrix.
The on-line re-training system can further fine-tune the confusion matrices from new samples or the recognition rules by comparing the outputs of the classifiers with those of an oracle (e.g. a human operator or alternate ATR system). This may account for context characteristics that could not be taken into account during the off-line evaluation stage.
The following sections present each of the framework subsystems in more detail.
AR training and performance evaluation module
This module uses augmented reality databases to evaluate the performance of any ATR system. Assuming the detection and classification algorithms being considered produce a crisp output, their performance measures will typically be in the form of a confusion matrix. If the classifier being considered is supervised, the same AR database can also be used to train the classifier. Fig. 2 shows how the training and evaluation subsystem is structured. Database samples are prepared by an augmented reality simulator, which uses real side-scan mission imagery and accurate 3D computer models of targets. Since the AR samples are ground-truthed (they are prepared by design), computation of the confusion matrices is straightforward by just comparing the output of the classifiers with the actual sample type. In case context information is available, it can be included to also account for the different possible contexts that may occur. Typical contexts for targets in side-scan imagery are flat, rippled and complex seabeds.
Generation of AR samples:
The AR simulator is used to integrate synthetic target models into real sonar images, by inversion [10] of the sonar image formation process. The inversion results in a 3D computer model of the seafloor, to which synthetic 3D targets can be added. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3 , where some synthetic targets have been added to a real side-scan image.
With the AR simulator it is possible to design test missions based on real data, and easily generate large databases of target and non-target samples to be used for evaluation, as discussed in the following section. The target databases can also be used for the training of supervised CAD/CAC systems, as reported in [1] .
AR database:
Using the augmented reality simulator a large number of training samples can easily be generated. Target 3D models are scattered over an inverted side-scan image computer model, and then the final AR image is rendered (Fig. 3) . From this AR image, positive and negative training image snippets can be extracted, as the positions of the targets are already known. A ground- Fig. 1 Adaptive fusion framework is composed of three main subsystems: the training and evaluation module, the fusion module and the online re-training system Framework provides an optimal decision for a given test sample, based on the modulated outputs of several detectors and classifiers Fig. 2 AR performance evaluation system measures the performance of detectors and classifiers by means of a large database of ground-truthed samples, which are generated by an augmented reality simulator from real mission data and synthetic 3D target models truth file is then generated for each image snippet specifying the presence or absence of target, its type if present, its geolocation in the source image and so on. If an independent system to classify the seabed type (such as [13] ) is also available, the type of local seabed can also be indicated in the ground-truth file for the snippet.
Since all the parameters involved in the generation of the training samples are controlled, training databases can be tailored to each particular theatre of operation. The statistical composition of the databases can also be controlled, specifying the relative quantities of targets and seafloor types as desired. A typical database will contain several thousand samples.
We have selected a fixed size of 2.5 m Â 2 m for our snippet images, to accommodate targets of a typical size of 1 m in diameter. Snippet resolution will vary according to the resolution of the side-scan sonar used in the mission. Three kinds of targets are typically available in our databases: cylinders (type A), truncated cones (type B) and trapezoidal (type C). More target types can easily be added if necessary, simply by defining their models (reflectivity and height maps).
Some examples of positive and negative training snippets for a Marine Sonics system are presented in Fig. 4 . Side-scan image resolution is 0.058 m across-track Â 0.12 m along-track, which results in a snippet size of 44 Â 17 pixels.
Fusion module
Our main approach to the fusion problem is to use the Dempster -Shafer theory of evidence for the combination of the different outputs of detectors and classifiers. This fusion scheme permits the incorporation of decisions from classifiers that respond to different subsets of the available classes. The following sections describe the Dempster -Shafer theory and give details on our particular implementation.
Dempster -Shafer theory:
The Dempster -Shafer theory [12] is an extension of the probability theory, which considers not only the set u of original singletons or base classes B i i [ f1, . . . , Mg but also combinations of them (for example B 1 UB 2 ), which are referred to as multihypothesis classes. This feature is essential to be able to combine classifiers working on different sets of classes (e.g. the output of an algorithm working directly over Q ¼ fnon-target, type A, type B, type Cg can be combined with the decisions from another algorithm operating on the set fJ k g ¼ fnon-target, targetg by noting that J 2 is the union of base classes AUBUC).
The set that contains all the possible unions of the singletons of the set Q is called the power set of Q, and is denoted 2 Q . Any classifier in the system can therefore be assumed to operate over elements of 2 Q . In this section, the power set of the set of base classes Q ¼ fB 1 , B 2 , . . . , B M g will be described by 2 
From the mass functions, belief and plausibility functions can be derived for a single classifier C k using the following formulas
The belief and plausibility of a class B i can be seen as lowerand upper-probability bounds, respectively, and are the relevant figures to use in a decision process. In the case where the mass function is null on the multi-hypothesis elements of 2 u , the Dempster -Shafer theory is equivalent to the probability theory (the two equalities hold in the following equation)
In case there are k classifiers in the system, their mass functions m i (v) are combined to reach an optimal global fusion decision E(v). For this, the overall mass function can be computed by using Dempster's rule
where the indices a i [ f1, . . . , Ng.
Belief and plausibility functions for the fused mass functions can be computed in the same manner. These two functions can then be used in a variety of ways to produce the final fusion decision E(v). Final reasoning can be performed on the singleton classes B i , i [ f1, . . . , Mg (e.g. classification of an object) or on the union of relevant ones (e.g. target detection).
Two main decision criteria are typically considered: † Maximum belief: the output that has the highest belief associated to it is chosen
if there is a class with a belief that is greater than the plausibility of all other classes, it is selected; otherwise ignorance is returned.
The rule of maximum belief will always provide an output, but at the cost of producing some incorrect classifications. The absolute decision rule will give the same decision unless it is not reliable enough. The number of misclassifications and false alarms is thus minimised at the cost of not being able to produce an output on some occasions.
Fusion system implementation:
The variability of classifier types means that there will be differences between the classes that each classifier is able to discriminate (frequently referred to as its frame of discernment). Detectors, in particular, are just classifiers that can only discriminate between the target and non-target classes. It is therefore important to establish a mechanism to ensure that all the classifiers work on the same global reference frame. A way to achieve this is to create an interpreter matrix T k for each classifier C k . T k defines the mapping between the classes of the superset fD i g and the classes fJ i g effectively discriminated by the classifier or detector. Knowing T k and the context-dependent confusion matrices, the crisp decision obtained from the classifier can be modulated (fuzzified) and then adapted into a mass function over the power set 2
Q . An example of this weighting procedure is shown in Fig. 5 , where a binary classifier (detector) C 1 that can discriminate between the classes fJ 1 ¼ non-target, J 2 ¼ targetg has produced the output J 2 when presented with a given feature vector v. Assuming a previous evaluation of the confusion matrix for C 1 showed that it is right 80% of the time when calling a target (outputting J 2 when being actually shown a target), we can fuzzify its crisp output by directly weighting it with that success rate. The rest of the time C 1 would be wrong, which means there is still a 20% chance that the input feature vector actually corresponds to a non-target (class J 1 ). Now these beliefs assigned to the classes J 1 and J 2 need to be distributed among the set 2 Q of unions of base classes. The correspondences between classes discernible by C 1 and those in the power set are described by the interpreter matrix T 1 , which shows that J 1 corresponds to the non-target base class, and J 2 ¼ target is the union AUBUC. Distributing the beliefs over 2 Q results in the mass function for classifier C 1 . Repetition of this procedure for all the classifiers in the system will yield their respective mass functions when presented with the input feature vector v, which after fusion will permit the decision as to which class in Q v is most likely to belong to.
This weighting approach allows for an easy combination of hybrid classifiers, adding diversity to the classification system. By working only on the inputs and outputs of the different classifiers, the approach is especially adequate for the inclusion of legacy classifiers or detectors, which can be operated as a black box and do not need to be modified in any way in order to be incorporated into the system. A diagram detailing the different stages of the weighting procedure is presented in Fig. 6 .
After all the outputs of the detectors and classifiers have been converted into mass functions, they can finally be combined by Dempster's rule (5) into a single fused mass function. Belief (2) and plausibility (3) functions can then be computed for the fused mass function in order to decide on the optimal class to assign to the given input feature vector. The maximum belief rule (6) has been used to obtain the classification results presented in this paper.
Online re-training system
In operational conditions, the performance of detectors and classifiers may differ from that shown when training and evaluating the fusion system on a restricted set. It is therefore important to have the option to downplay or reinforce the outputs of some classifiers to reflect this situation. A way to do this is to use discounting [12] to correct the confidence given to each classifier according to how they are actually performing. Classifiers that are performing poorly would then have their outputs given less importance. However, this will not make them perform any better or learn from their mistakes.
Given an oracle having perfect knowledge, each new sample shown to the system can be ground-truthed during The detector discriminates between fnon-target, targetg, which correspond to the subsets fnon-target, AUBUCg of the power set In the example the detector has produced the output 'target' when presented with a given input feature vector The crisp output is converted into a mass function by using the confusion and interpreter matrices of the detector Fig. 6 Implementation of the weighting procedure for the fusion system Each classifier C k works in the space of the classes that it is able to discriminate Interpreter matrices T k translate this set of classes to the power set of base classes, where Dempster -Shafer fusion is performed
false alarm rate of the overall fusion without loss of classification performances and, secondly, increase generalisation abilities.
Implementation of such a re-training scheme is achieved by comparing the oracle's decision to the decisions of the classifiers used as inputs to the fusion system (Fig. 7) . If one of the classifiers disagrees with the oracle when judging a sample, the latter is added to the classifier's training set, tagged according to the oracle's decision. This results in a slight modification of the decision rule for the faulty classifier. Processing an entire image permits a lot of minor modifications, resulting in an overall re-training of all the classifiers according to actual deployment conditions.
In order to be usable in this re-training scheme, the oracle must be able to adapt classifiers quickly by developing training sets specific to each studied image. Two kinds of practical oracles can then be contemplated: a human operator or an automated system. Human operators are not ideal as they are not able to process great amounts of data.
Automated oracle systems are much more interesting, their basic requirement being that they perform better than each individual classifier in the system. Since the fusion decision from the Dempster -Shafer framework satisfies this requirement, it can be used as the automated oracle for re-training. But, since even the fusion system makes mistakes, in order to be trustworthy, the automation must:
1. Consider only fused decisions of high certainty. The oracle is then more likely to be right since either most of the classifiers agree or a significant fraction of them is totally certain. 2. Focus on decisions over non-target samples only. Tests have shown that considering targets in the oracle would make classifiers learn false alarms issued by the fusion. Focusing on non-target samples gives more selectivity towards targets.
Results
Results for the proposed fusion framework are presented in this section. First, the individual classifiers used in the implementation of the fusion system are described in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 shows fusion results for different system configurations, highlighting the capabilities of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 3.3 presents the results of the on-line re-training system.
The AR database used in this implementation contains the set of base classes Q ¼ fnon-target, type A, type B, type Cg where types A, B and C correspond, respectively, to cylinders, truncated cones and trapezoidal targets. The feature-based approach allows the consideration of virtually any combination of base classes as elementary classes for the trained classifiers to fuse. Training and evaluation then consist in sorting, permuting and splitting the samples of the AR database into specific sets.
Classifiers
Eight classifiers are considered here. Six of them are based on feature extraction and Bayesian learning. The features considered are bi-orthogonal wavelets and central features [1] . The Bayesian learning rules use linear and quadratic classification, and a decision tree. The decision tree exhibits the worst performance, but has nevertheless been included in the fusion scheme to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed approach, as it shows that inclusion of classifiers, which are even marginally better than chance, can improve the performance of the proposed CAD/CAC system. The other two classifiers used are of a geometrical nature; one relies on thresholds for highlights and shadows and the other uses template matching. Details for all these classifiers are provided below.
All the classifiers work locally on extracted snippets and images are processed using a sliding window. Although the classifiers are relatively simple, they were primarily selected to validate the fusion architecture and to show that the system supports the combination of non-optimised algorithms. More complex classification approaches can be introduced in the proposed scheme to suit specific applications.
Wavelet-based classifiers:
Wavelet packet decomposition using bi-orthogonal spline wavelets over two scales is applied to the image. Energies in the 16 decomposition coefficients are used as feature vectors. Gaussian windowing is applied before the decomposition to prevent border artefacts. These wavelet features are not shift invariant and introduce locally inconsistent and gridlike detections (see for instance Fig. 9 below) . This is a common drawback of subsampled discrete wavelet transforms in general [14] and does not noticeably impact the performance of the proposed fusion approach.
Classifiers based on central filters:
The extraction of central features is described in detail in [1] . A set of specially engineered filters is correlated with the image and the energy of the responses is used as a feature vector. The filters assert the presence of an object and are sensitive to the highlight/shadow dichotomy. Unlike Fig. 7 Re-training scheme using high certainty non-target decisions as an automated oracle to refine classifier training If the certainty for the decision of the sample being a non-target is over a given threshold, those classifiers that did not agree have the test sample added to their training sets wavelet features, detected regions are consistent and well localised on the target.
Threshold detector:
Two thresholds are applied to an input sample to label highlight and shadow regions. The sample is considered to be a target if the highlight area is large enough. If not, the presence of a cast shadow is sought. A large enough number of corresponding shadow and highlight pixels triggers the detection. Emphasis on highlight areas permits the detection of non-shadowed targets. However, detections are numerous and square shaped while sweeping over an image.
Template matching detector:
The final classifier is based on template matching. Correlation is used to match samples and templates. The templates are trained using a vector quantisation of the AR database. Presented to the training system, a sample is compared with the existing templates. If novel, this sample is added to the template list. Otherwise, the sample is fused with the matching template. The scheme produces a high probability of detection for symmetric targets, but non-symmetric targets can be missed because of rotational differences.
Fusion results
This section analyses results for four different system configurations, displaying the confusion matrices for each case studied. The training database used contains 1420 samples, 710 of which are non-target, 229 of type A, 253 of type B and 228 of type C. Confusion matrices shown are estimated over 20 random permutations of the databases.
Combination of four-class classifiers:
In this configuration the six feature-based classifiers are trained to associate each sample to the set of base classes Q ¼ fnon-target, type A, type B, type Cg. Their corresponding confusion matrices are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 . In these and all following tables bold font indicates the highest probability for each row.
As stated in the comments above, decision tree-based classifiers show poor to average results. Detection is not frequent and the false alarm rate is high. All the other classifiers provide good performances even if their training is not as optimised as in [1] and most of them can maintain a good detection rate, while keeping a low false alarm rate. The confusion matrix in Table 3 shows the results for the fusion of all classifiers. The confusion matrix in Table 4 shows the results for linear and quadratic rulebased classifiers only.
It can be seen that fusion using the proposed architecture enhances the overall performance, as the results are always above or near the upper bound provided by the best classifier used. For instance, regarding the best type A classifier (Table 2 , quadratic), fusion causes a 29% improvement (21 percentage points) in classification.
It is also remarkable that the inclusion in the fusion scheme of poor classifiers does not severely degrade the overall performance of the system, as shown by comparing the results from Tables 3 (all six classifiers) and 4 (without the two classifiers that use decision trees). This is highly relevant considering that classifier performances are likely to vary when used in unconstrained environments. Further investigations have indicated that the more classifiers employed in the fusion scheme, the better the performance despite the poor classification provided by some of these classifiers individually.
Combination of two-class classifiers:
The configuration studied in this section shows that the proposed architecture can disambiguate multi-hypothesis situations by using four two-class classifiers working on specialised elementary classes. Each individual classifier divides the set of base classes into one class against the other three, as shown in Table 5 . Each classifier considers one particular class against the remaining three It can be seen that type B and empty classes are satisfactorily detected, but the performance of the type A classifier is only slightly better than chance, and the type C classifier mostly provides wrong classification. However, classification for the complementary classes is generally accurate, and enables access to enough information for correct decision-making in the power set, as demonstrated in Table 6 .
Decision-making in the power set leads to a better classification, with each class type showing a good detection rate associated to a relatively low false alarm rate. In conclusion most of the difficult multiple-hypotheses raised by the different frames of discernment have been disambiguated by the proposed fusion architecture.
Combination of hybrid classifiers:
In the previous section, the proposed architecture has been shown to disambiguate classes by translating the information carried by the frame of discernment into the power set. It will now be shown that appropriate fusion of heterogeneous classifiers can enhance the overall results. For this purpose, we added the two geometrical classifiers (templates and thresholds) discussed in Section 3.1 to the configuration of Section 3.2.1, which used the six feature-based classifiers. The two geometrical classifiers effectively are detectors, assimilating all the classes of target as a one-target class. Their individual performances are shown in Table 7 . Table 8 below presents the confusion matrix obtained when the two geometric classifiers are added to the configuration of Section 3.2.1 within the proposed fusion framework. Comparing the results with those of Table 3 , it can be seen that the classification accuracy either improves or only slightly decreases. False alarm rates are however noticeably reduced at the expense of marginally increasing the confusion between target types. Interestingly, even if the false alarm rates of the geometrical detectors were high, their inclusion into the fusion framework managed to decrease the overall false alarm rate. This is because of a diversification in the types of information being aggregated.
Context awareness:
In this section, context awareness is introduced in the proposed fusion scheme by computing confusion matrices for every kind of seafloor. The modification is straightforward, since seafloor types for the samples are already included in the ground-truth of the AR database. This example uses the three classifiers (linear, quadratic and decision tree) based on central features described in Section 3.1. The AR database used on the previous sections does not contain enough samples to accurately estimate confusion matrices for every kind of seafloor and every type of target; thus, for the results presented in this section, the AR database was extended to provide an increased number of samples (3633 non-target, 966 type A, 1052 type B and 1096 of type C, totalling 6747 samples). Table 9 presents the classification performance of the system when the context is not taken into account. Table 10 shows the results when specific confusion matrices are employed for each seabed type. With context awareness and non-biased confusion matrices, overall false alarm rate is slightly increased (0.04%) but classification rates are enhanced by 1.09%, 0.38% and 3.25% for types A, B and C, respectively. Undetected target rates also decrease. Context awareness therefore enhances classification accuracy without significant growth in the false alarm rates.
Online re-training results
To show re-training results, the image presented in Fig. 8a was processed using the context-aware Dempster -Shafer scheme discussed previously. All eight classifiers of Section 3.1 were included in the fusion scheme. The feature-based classifiers were trained for a four-class situation with the database presented in Section 3.2.4. Evaluation of this configuration results in the confusion matrix shown in Table 11 .
The matrix shows the nominal performance of the system after standard off-line training on the database described in Section 3.2.4
Context awareness was achieved via the seabed classification shown in Fig. 8b . The classification used the textural wavelet features proposed by Unser [15] and a naïve Bayes classifier. The three types of seabed considered are flat, ripples and unknown. The unknown class results from the failed attempt of the segmentation algorithm to detect the surface return (black rectangular regions) and unreliable decision areas (e.g. boundaries between the two main contexts).
Off-line context-aware classification of the image 8a is shown in Fig. 9a . All targets are detected, but ripples and the surface return are producing numerous false alarms. At the position of the type B target, the classification is correct. Nevertheless, when the sliding window is not well centred, the classification is wrong but the detection still occurs. Application of the re-training technique modifies the supervised classifiers according to actual deployment conditions. Fig. 9b shows the resulting classification after completion of the re-training stage. The number of false alarms has been clearly reduced, and target selectivity has increased, with sharper responses around target locations. The confusion matrix for the retrained system (Table 12) reflects performance improvements for all the base classes.
The decisions issued by two of the individual featurebased classifiers at the outset and after re-training can be seen in Fig. 10 . They all show noticeable improvements, especially on rippled areas and regions where surface return is present. Table 13 confirms that the more faulty decisions the classifier initially provides, the more it is re-trained. Wavelet-based classifiers have disagreed with the oracle from 9126 samples up to 10162 samples, whereas central feature-based classifiers only disagreed a maximum of 9437 down to 5810. The high number of re-trained samples for the wavelet-based classifiers is because of the grid-like responses they generate as a consequence of not being shift invariant.
Conclusion
An adaptive context-aware fusion framework for ATR based on the Dempster -Shafer theory has been presented in this paper. The versatility of the system has been demonstrated by several working configurations combining supervised and model-based classifiers, working on different class subsets. The use of Dempster -Shafer fusion results in improvements over nominal individual classifier performances and enables class disambiguation through multiple classifier combinations. The relevance of context awareness and the possibility of integrating legacy classifiers through the use of interpreter matrices have also been presented. Finally, the proposed re-training scheme has been shown to efficiently adapt classifier training sets to deployment conditions, resulting in highly improved classification performances. The re-training system could be easily extended to discard particularly poor-performing classifiers once they reach a given amount of disagreement with the automated oracle. 
